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Danish record company Danacord was founded in the very early years of the 1980s when 
the Long Playing record was ruling the phonogram market. Recordings were still done by 
analogue tape and on the LP cover the word Stereo proudly signified a brand new recording.
However, the first digital recordings with digital editing were just around the corner and only 
a few years into the 1980s came the compact disc that swiped away any request for the LP.

Danacord quickly followed the new technical development and the first Danacord CDs 
entered the catalogue leaving behind the LP. From now on everything was recorded digitally
and edited on expensive equipment opening the door for the shining compact disc.

Years later the transfer of original analogue recordings to digital masters for CD production
became more sophisticated and advanced noise-cancelling systems even allowed the old 
78 rpm. recordings to be free of crackle, rumble and distortion. The Danacord catalogue 
grew quickly and a long series of historical recordings found its way to CD. In fact, with the 
latest sound-transfer system developed in the early 2000s Danacord released many historic
recordings, among them the 30-CD box set of Carl Nielsen recordings, which won both 
international acclaim and awards (DACOCD 801-830)

Going back to the first years of Danacord Records many fine recordings were done using 
analogue equipment and masters were prepared for LP release. Invaluable documents never
made it into the CD era, but now we are determined to make up for these omissions in this
series From The LP Years.

Wherever we could locate the master tapes they were used in this transfer process by the 
engineer Claus Byrith from Asinus Studio and only the best and most up to date analogue-to-
digital sound equipment was in use. Careful restoration and balance were the top priority. 
The result is a wide range of re-releases of these precious nearly-40-year-old tapes. The 
musical spectre is wide from old baroque masters to contemporary composers playing their
own works. Important Danish musicians left recordings of their art which we now can hear in
brilliant new transfers. The final result is over a dozen additions to the Danacord CD catalogue.

For many it will be a welcome chance to listen again to the LP recordings in new enhanced
sound on the modern CD.

From The LP Years. [To be released during 2020]

Violinist Kim Sjøgren plays Paganini and Carl Nielsen
DACOCD 850

Music for strings by J.P.E. Hartmann and Carl Nielsen. Telmányi family.
DACOCD 853

Cellist Gert von Bülow and pianist Merete Westergaard plays Prokofiev and Rachmaninoff
DACOCD 843

The early recordings of violinist Jenö Hubay and his pupil Emil Telmányi
DACOCD 851

Harpsichord music by Buxtehude played by Ulla Kappel
DACOCD 852

Helge Roswænge sings popular Danish songs 1929-1932
DACOCD 855

Concertos and piano music by Danish composer Leif Kayser
DACOCD 857

Anton Rubinstein Cello Sonatas, Piano Trio No. 5, von Bülow, Ribera, Csaba
DACOCD 858

Niels Viggo Bentzon, piano, plays music by Bentzon, Reger, Scriabin ao.
DACOCD 859

Ignaz Friedman. The 1923-1941 recordings
DACOCD 861 - 864 (4 CD)

www.danacord.dk
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In the early 1980s Danacord and I started a long fruitful relationship with the Danish Radio.
Later during that decade I released a number of recordings from the Danish Radio Archive. 
I acquainted many music journalists and reporters and they offered inspiring help and came
with often highly original suggestions for LP re-release of some rare recordings held in the 
archive. Both the now-deceased librarian Carl Møller and the legendary music journalist 
Hans Hansen were pillars of support and unselfish help. They both made the Lauritz Melchior
Anthology possible (DACOCD 311-325). 

Hans Skaarup, still an active source of historic record knowledge and for years a music produ-
cer at the Danish Radio with followers far outside Denmark, came with the idea of collecting
the popular songs recorded by Helge Rosvænge and the result was an LP which Danacord
brought out in 1987, one of the last vinyl. Many of the original 78rpm records came from 
Skaarup’s own collection and the rest from eager collectors. Transfers were done by Axel
Pless, the much-missed sound-engineer at the Danish Radio. Excepting a couple of Christmas
songs and some releases which were deemed technically insufficient they are all here, now in
new transfers by Claus Byrith. Hans Hansen years back made the short English synopsis of
the often rather bland and utterly sentimental Danish texts and Hans Skaarup wrote the LP
notes from which I am happy to re-use in this article.

Helge Rosvænge, who was to become one of German opera’s most brilliant tenors of the 
last century, was actually born in Copenhagen, Denmark, on August 29, 1897. He passed 
away in Munich in 1972. While working for a degree in chemistry he also found time for 
singing lessons and appeared in smaller Copenhagen theatres. In the end opera won over
chemistry and Rosvænge made his debut in Germany, a country which would be his new
home. He was happy there, and his entire singing career is linked to Germany and Austria, 
although he was frequently in Copenhagen during the 1920s and 1930s. But following World
War 2 Denmark was a closed country to Rosvænge. He had retained Danish citizenship, but 
his acceptance – however passive – of Third Reich ideology and his friendship with Hermann
Göring and others was not tolerated in Denmark after five years of German occupation.

Rosvænge’s voice endured to old age. His career as a singer spanned more than 50 years.
Although inevitably the original shimmer and ring had faded some, he was still able at the age
of 66, thanks to a fabulous vocal technique, to delight an audience at New York’s Carnegie

[ 1 ] Hvad kigger du på? 2:55
Who’re you staring at?
M: Gunnar Hall – T: Paul Anker
Polyphon XS 41456

Who’re you staring at?
look the other way
I get all flustered
I dance all wrong
gee’ you’re fresh

[ 2 ] Grete hør et eventyr 2:43
Grete listen to a story
M: Pat O’Henry (= Henry Carlsen)  
T: Børge Müller
Polyphon XS 41458

Grete listen to a story
full of grief and sadness
about this miserable penniless guy
who has lost his heart

[ 3 ] Lille klokke ring 3:02
Ring little bell (The bell waltz)
M: Edward Brown – T: Aage Hermann
Polyphon XS 41460

Ring little bell
tell sweetly of a thousand things
let your ringing
remind me once again
of my happy hour

[ 4 ] En Nat en eneste Nat 3:01
A night, only a night
M: José Main – T: Kay Rostgaard-Frøne
Polyphon XS 41456

A night, only a night, we two
together will dream of dizzying bliss
intoxicated by love without words
we forget all else in earth

[ 5 ] Pip! Pip! 5:45
Tweet! Tweet! (Bird potpourri)
Arr: Teddy Petersen
Polyphon XS 41470

Cuckoo! Tweet-tweet!
let’s have some fun

[ 6 ] Vi to skal lege Far og Mor 3:15
Let’s play Mum and Dad
M: Fred Tarlan – T: Carl Hocheim
Polyphon XS 41472

Let’s play Mum and Dad
happiness will come if we believe
and our hearts beat in time
little Cupid watches over us

[ 7 ] Det var på Frederiksberg 6:29
Life in old Frederiksberg, potpourri
Arr: Aage Juhl-Thomsen and Emil Reesen
Polyphon XS 41440

Medley of German and Danish tunes by
Walter Kollo and others.
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[ 8 ] Københavnervalsen 2:57
The Copenhagen Waltz
M: Ella Heiberg – T: Paul Anker
Polyphon XS 41499

Yes, come to Copenhagen
it hold you to its bosom and you forget
care and worries in Copenhagen

[ 9 ] København – Kalundborg 6:01
Copenhagen – Kalundborg, potpourri
Arr: Jens Warny
Polyphon XS 41503

Medley of tunes known from the Danish 
airwaves in the late 1920’s

[10] Der går dans i lunde 2:37
They’re dancing in the glen
M: Carl Rydahl – T: Axel Breidal
Polyphon XS 41554

They’re dancing in the glen
they’re dancing in the meadow
inviting girlish lips whisper to each boy
dance with me my sweet

[11] Dideli, Didelu, Didelej 2:37
Dideli, didelu, didelej, Fox-trot
M: Victor Cornelius – T: Carl Viggo Meincke
Polyphon XS 41554

You’ve heard it so often
and you know it so well
dideli – didelu – didelej

Mozart swiped it first
’cause he found it grand

[12] Der er nok af smukke piger 3:07
There are plenty of pretty girls
M: Hector Sants – T: Alfred Kjerulf
Polyphon XS 41709

There are plenty of pretty girls
who would kiss me on the spot
but believe me when I say
there is not one like you

[13] En lille kvinde som kun er skabt til
Glæde 3:17
A little woman only made for joy
M: Ejler Krahn – T: Fredrik Nygaard
Polyphon XS 41709

A little woman only made for joy
she only smiles and never cries
the words you want to hear
she whispers in your ear

[14] Spil, Spillemand, spil 3:13
Play fiddler, play
M: Friedrich Eisenstein – T: Dan Folke
Polyphon XS 41727

Play fiddler, play, people are listening
grab your violin and play fiddler, play

[15] Lyttervalsen 1932 3:18
The Listener’s Waltz 1932
Polyphon XS 50033

Listen to the radio
as it plays our listener’s waltz
no one can resist its rhythm
all the girls rush to dance with you

[16] Godnat og tak for i aften 3:28
Thanks for a lovely evening
M: & T: G. Spenser
Polyphon XS 50033

Thanks for a lovely evening
when shall we meet again
it was fun I feel we had an
enjoyable time dear friend

[17] Hvorfor smiler du Mona Lisa? 2:53
Why do you smile, Mona Lisa?
M: Robert Stolz 
T: Alfred Holck & O. Schray
Polyphon XS 50042

Why do you smile, Mona Lisa?
Does that smile conceal a world of amorous
sins – is it a smile that signals my defeat?

[18] Venedig. (Venice) 2:53
M: Lauritz Howalt – T: Mogens Dam
Polyphon XS 50042

Venice, you queen of the ocean
veiled in brilliant sunshine
Venice softly rocking
like a magnificent gondola
Venice cradle of love city of women

[19] At elske er at leve 3:23
To love is to live
M: Kai Normann Andersen  
T: Børge & Arvid Müller
Polyphon XS 50050

From the film “I’ll bet you a million”

To love is to live, love is life itself
life is for you and me, wonders of love
made only for you and me

[20] Titte til hinanden 2:59
Peeping at each other
M: Kai Normann Andersen 
T: Børge & Arvid Müller
Polyphon XS 50050

From the film “I’ll bet you a million”

Peeping at each other, raising up one brow
modest shafts of lightning
flirtatious eyes that met
and the little heart goes tick-tick.

Helge Rosvænge, tenor

Paul Godwin’s Dance Orchestra
[ 1 ] – [ 6 ] Rec. Berlin 1929
[ 7 ] – [13] Rec. Berlin 1930
[14] Rec. Berlin 1931

Ilja Livshakoff’s Dance Orchestra
[15] – [20] Rec. Berlin 1932.
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Danish record company Danacord was founded in the very early years of the 1980s when 
the Long Playing record was ruling the phonogram market. Recordings were still done by 
analogue tape and on the LP cover the word Stereo proudly signified a brand new recording.
However, the first digital recordings with digital editing were just around the corner and only 
a few years into the 1980s came the compact disc that swiped away any request for the LP.

Danacord quickly followed the new technical development and the first Danacord CDs 
entered the catalogue leaving behind the LP. From now on everything was recorded digitally
and edited on expensive equipment opening the door for the shining compact disc.

Years later the transfer of original analogue recordings to digital masters for CD production
became more sophisticated and advanced noise-cancelling systems even allowed the old 
78 rpm. recordings to be free of crackle, rumble and distortion. The Danacord catalogue 
grew quickly and a long series of historical recordings found its way to CD. In fact, with the 
latest sound-transfer system developed in the early 2000s Danacord released many historic
recordings, among them the 30-CD box set of Carl Nielsen recordings, which won both 
international acclaim and awards (DACOCD 801-830)

Going back to the first years of Danacord Records many fine recordings were done using 
analogue equipment and masters were prepared for LP release. Invaluable documents never
made it into the CD era, but now we are determined to make up for these omissions in this
series From The LP Years.

Wherever we could locate the master tapes they were used in this transfer process by the 
engineer Claus Byrith from Asinus Studio and only the best and most up to date analogue-to-
digital sound equipment was in use. Careful restoration and balance were the top priority. 
The result is a wide range of re-releases of these precious nearly-40-year-old tapes. The 
musical spectre is wide from old baroque masters to contemporary composers playing their
own works. Important Danish musicians left recordings of their art which we now can hear in
brilliant new transfers. The final result is over a dozen additions to the Danacord CD catalogue.

For many it will be a welcome chance to listen again to the LP recordings in new enhanced
sound on the modern CD.

Hall. The theatre was his natural element and he knew how to project a character on stage. 
No doubt you will notice that you are listening to a seasoned performer when you hear the
young Rosvænge throw himself into the happy refrains of the 1920s on this release.

His nature was outgoing and optimistic and he showed great loyalty to his profession and 
the stage, such as the Berlin State Opera. But here, of course, we are not primarily concerned
with Helge Rosvænge the opera singer but with Helge Rosvænge the “crooner”. In the years
1929 to 1932, at the time of his Berlin debut, Rosvænge recorded in Berlin an extended series
of popular Danish and German vocals with German orchestras. The German items were easier
to locate, but the Danish ones have been difficult to come by; they are extremely rare. 
Listening, you get the impression that Helge Rosvænge enjoys singing these catchy melodies,
but according to his 1945 written memoirs he does not concur: “I doubt whether there is 
any area of the canned vocal industry I haven’t had a go at. Many of the popular vocals were 
issued anonymously but people still recognized my voice, and were either appreciative or 
disapproving, all according to their personal tastes.”

Jesper Buhl

From The LP Years. [To be released during 2020]

Violinist Kim Sjøgren plays Paganini and Carl Nielsen · DACOCD 850
Pianist Elisabeth Klein with New Nordic Piano Music · DACOCD 854
Gert von Bülow and Merete Westergaard plays Prokofiev and Rachmaninoff · DACOCD 843
The early recordings of violinist Jenö Hubay and his pupil Emil Telmányi · DACOCD 851
Harpsichord music by Buxtehude played by Ulla Kappel · DACOCD 852
Music for strings by J.P.E: Hartmann and Carl Nielsen. Telmányi family · DACOCD 853
Concertos and piano music by Danish composer Leif Kayser · DACOCD 857
Anton Rubinstein Cello Sonatas, Piano Trio No. 5, von Bülow, Ribera, Csaba · DACOCD 858
Niels Viggo Bentzon, piano, plays music by Bentzon, Reger, Scriabin ao. · DACOCD 859
Ignaz Friedman. The 1923-1941 recordings · DACOCD 861 - 864 (4 CD)

www.danacord.dk
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The first release of the extremely rare recordings with popular 
Danish songs charmingly and convincingly sung by Helge Rosvænge,
one of the leading opera tenors from the height of the last century. 

A release to put a smile on your face.

[ 1 ] Hvad kigger du på? 2:55
Who’re you staring at?

[ 2 ] Grete hør et eventyr 2:43
Grete listen to a story

[ 3 ] Lille klokke ring 3:02
Ring little bell (The bell waltz)

[ 4 ] En Nat en eneste Nat 3:01
A night, only a night

[ 5 ] Pip! Pip! 5:45
Tweet! Tweet! (Bird potpourri)

[ 6 ] Vi to skal lege Far og Mor 3:15
Let’s play Mum and Dad

[ 7 ] Det var på Frederiksberg 6:29
Life in old Frederiksberg, potpourri

[ 8 ] Københavnervalsen 2:57
The Copenhagen Waltz

[ 9 ] København – Kalundborg 6:01
Copenhagen – Kalundborg, potpourri

[10] Der går dans i lunde 2:37
They’re dancing in the glen

[11] Dideli, Didelu, Didelej 2:37
Dideli, didelu, didelej, Fox-trot

[12] Der er nok af smukke piger 3:07
There are plenty of pretty girls

[13] En lille kvinde som kun er skabt til Glæde 3:17
A little woman only made for joy

[14] Spil, Spillemand, spil 3:13
Play fiddler, play

[15] Lyttervalsen 1932 3:18
The Listener’s Waltz 1932

[16] Godnat og tak for i aften 3:28
Thanks for a lovely evening

[17] Hvorfor smiler du Mona Lisa? 2:53
Why do you smile, Mona Lisa?

[18] Venedig. (Venice) 2:53
´
[19] At elske er at leve 3:23
To love is to live

[20] Titte til hinanden  2:59
Peeping at each other

Helge Rosvænge, tenor

Paul Godwin’s Dance Orchestra
[ 1 ] – [ 6 ] Rec. Berlin 1929
[ 7 ] – [13] Rec. Berlin 1930
[14] Rec. Berlin 1931

Ilja Livshakoff’s Dance Orchestra
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